Ridership Committee
June 16, 2022

4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.

MEETING AGENDA
Please click the link below to join the webinar:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81257398178?pwd=d0ZUNUNEYzNWSFpuZzNvaW1lOHNsUT09
Webinar ID: 812 5739 8178 | Passcode 705524 |
Phone: (646) 558-8656 | Telephone participants: *9 to raise hand, *6 to unmute

AGENDA ITEM

PRESENTER

1. Call Meeting to Order (4:00)

Ed Suslovic,
Committee Chair

2. Public Comment (4:00-4:05)
Ed Suslovic,
The METRO Board’s Ridership Committee welcomes public Committee Chair
comment for items not listed on this agenda at this time.
For items listed on the agenda, the chair will allow members
of the public to comment following staff presentation. There
is a three-minute time limit per citizen at each point.
(Comments will be paraphrased in the meeting minutes)

ACTION or
INFORMATION
N/A
Information

3. Approval of Meeting Minutes (4:05-4:10)
Review and approve the minutes from the April 21, 2022
meeting of the Ridership Committee.

Ed Suslovic,
Committee Chair

ACTION

4. Ridership, Fare Revenue and Service Update (4:10-4:25)
Staff will provide information on ridership and fare revenue
trends, for April and May 2022.

Mike Tremblay,
Transit Dev.
Director

Information

5. Ridership Recovery Update (4:25-4:40)
Staff will provide an update on METRO’s ridership recovery
efforts, including those to capitalize on higher fuel prices.

Mike Tremblay,
Transit Dev.
Director

Information

6. Transit Together Update (4:40-5:20)
Mike Tremblay,
Staff will provide an update on GPCOG’s Transit Together Transit Dev.
study, including possible opportunities for improvement on a Director
route-by-route basis.

Information

7. Future Agenda Items (5:20-5:25)
• CTL Presentation Needs/Follow-up (Added 4/21/22)
• Update on ARPA Proposals (Added 4/21/22)
• PACTS Projects: Transit Tomorrow/Transit
Together/Rapid Transit Study (Ongoing)
• Performance Metrics/Benchmarks (2022)
• Bus Stop Improvement Project (2022)
• Metro & Regional Transit Marketing (2022)
• Rock Row Transit Service Development (2022)
• Metro Strategic Plan (2022)
• Proposed UNE Medical Center (2022)
• Partnering with bicycling entities, including
Portland’s proposed bicycle sharing program
8. Upcoming Meetings (5:25-5:30)
•
•
•

Board of Directors – June 23, 2022
Executive Committee – TBD, July 2022
Finance Committee – August 3, 2022

9. Adjournment (5:30)

Ed Suslovic,
Committee Chair

Information

Ed Suslovic,
Committee Chair

Information

Ed Suslovic,
Committee Chair

N/A
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Agenda - Item 3

Meeting of the Ridership Committee – via Zoom
Draft Minutes of the GP Metro Ridership Committee meeting of
Thursday, April 21, 2022 at 4:00 p.m. via Zoom

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81257398178?pwd=d0ZUNUNEYzNWSFpuZzNvaW1lOHNsUT09
Webinar ID: 812 5739 8178 | Passcode 705524 |
Phone: (646) 558-8656 | Telephone participants: *9 to raise hand, *6 to unmute

Committee Members Present:
Pious Ali - Acting Chair
John Thompson
Jeff Levine
Andrew Zarro

Staff and Others Present:
Greg Jordan, Executive Director
Mike Tremblay, Transit Development Director
Lauren Shaw, Executive Assistant

Committee Members Absent:
Ed Suslovic, Chair
Hope Cahan
Merrill Barter

Kim True, Freeport

Public:

Non-Committee Board Members present:
Bill Rixon
An attendance role call was taken by Lauren Shaw, Executive Assistant
1. With a quorum in place, the meeting was called to order at 4:06 p.m. by Pious Ali, Acting Chair.
2. Public Comment:
Kim True, Freeport – with Freeport Community Action Group and working with the noncarbon fuel group (get right name). Looking to have people use the Breez to commute into
Portland and back. Looking to have first time users of the service and UMO app to have
access to a how-to video on how to ride. Now that the mask mandate has been released,
when will that video be available? This will help ridership develop and the currently reduced
rate will also help with budgets.
Mike Tremblay: the mask mandate was lifted yesterday. The Veranda St. project has kept staff very busy
the past few weeks, but contact videographer Metro works with about creating a video, which can be
applied to the whole network as an update/refresher on how to ride and use the fare payment system.
Reduced fare on Breez ends 5/7/22, but are planning to have a reduced fare promotion during the
summer, pending funding, that people can take advantage of.
3. Approval of March 17, 2022 Ridership Committee Meeting Minutes.
Motion made by John Thompson, seconded by Andrew Zarro, to approve the minutes from the March
17, 2022 Ridership Committee meeting as written. A roll call vote was taken by Pious Ali, Vice Chair. With
approval by Jeff Levine, Andrew Zarro, John Thompson, Bill Rixon, and Pious Ali, the motion passed
unanimously by all those present
4/21/2022 Ridership Committee Meeting
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4. Ridership, Fare Revenue, and Service Update
• March ridership was up to 62% of 2019 figures; the increase is slow, but continues. For the most part,
Ridership was not affected by the reduced Route 1 and Breez schedules that began late in March. It
may affect April numbers more. Our goal is to return to 2019 levels by late 2023. There is funding to
help offset lower fare revenue through 2023, beyond that it will affect the budget.
• The average fare revenue is slightly less than usual, but within expected fluctuations at 38% of 2019.
• The theme for Metro’s service improvement program this year is, “Together We Ride,” and will be
incorporated into the Metro logo. An alternate logo will be developed for electric bus-related news.
5. Summer Service Updates – Effective May 8, 2022
• Husky Line will revert to summer service – frequency will change from 30 minutes to 45 minutes.
• Restore normal service on Route 1 and Breez 5/8/22.
• Reduce Route 3 weekday headways to 45 minutes, breaking the typical Route 3/5 interline.
Sometimes the two will connect with continuous service and other times passengers will disembark
at the Maine Mall and board a new bus to continue.
• Route Productivity March 2022 weekdays: Route 3 has the lowest productivity in our network. The
Breez has lower ridership as well, but it is a longer route and typically increases during the summer.
• Pre-pandemic, there were capacity issues with the smaller Breez buses. Metro puts on a second bus
or sends out a larger bus if needed. Sometime next year, 35’ buses will go into service on the Breez
route and, if demand is spiking, an increase in route frequency will be considered.
• A reduced fare promotion will be implemented, likely on all routes, when ARPA funds are released.
Kim True, Freeport – is hearing here a two-pronged approach to increase ridership and
availability of ARPPA funds. Has any thought been given to doing free ridership for a
time period to increase ridership to encourage first time riders to use the bus – at least
on the Breez, if not on all routes?
Mike Tremblay has seen these efforts throughout the country, but, often, they are larger agencies. Metro
did not propose free as it is difficult to reconcile fares with inter-agency travel/transfers and the concern
that people might hop on a bus just to get out of the sun or the rain. The coalition of agencies has decided
to enforce not allowing people to ride the buses all day because they have nowhere else to go.
Bill Rixon: What is the possibility of getting several dozen free passes and have temporary, limited
programs in the towns serviced by the Breez? Glenn and the Customer Service Manager will work with
towns on this question. Metro’s “How to Ride” materials also need to be updated.
6. Accommodations for Asylum Seekers
Since January 2022, Metro has been receiving inquiries as to how we may be able to accommodate
asylum seekers who have been placed in hotels along Route 1 in Freeport (and eventually Yarmouth).
While Route 1 is served by Metro’s BREEZ service, the specific locations in question are not well suited
for the BREEZ to serve them directly.
Metro staff has been working with Portland General Assistance and a consultant hired by Cumberland
County, Zoe Miller, to identify a workable solution. The tentative plan would be for RTP Rides to provide
a shuttle service, Tuesday and Thursdays, to connect the hotels with local shopping and regional transit
connections. This shuttle service would connect to the Yarmouth Hannaford supermarket, which is a
Metro BREEZ stop, as well as the Walmart in Falmouth to connect to the Metro Route 7 service.
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This service could be funded by Portland General Assistance (GA) and Cumberland County ARPA funds
for about two months, and then partnerships will be sought to extend the program. Metro will not be
directly involved in the shuttle program, but will aid with coordination and communication as needed.
Additionally, Metro staff, working with our partners in South Portland and BSOOB Transit, will provide
Portland GA access to a pass program allowing asylum seekers to ride buses in the DiriGo network for
free, paid for by Portland GA. The RTP shuttle service would also be free.
Kim True, Freeport, asked for clarification on the proposed plan. What about using the
smaller metro Breez bus to go into one of the lodging locations, where people can
congregate to get the bus. It is a smaller hazard than having people walk along Route 1 or
having a large bus try to maneuver with the conditions noted above. We have a bus
system and, for the first time, have a large population (140-150 people) who need
transportation, and with ARPA funding, have an opportunity to increase ridership. Metro
Breez should try to work harder to provide this service.
7. Community Transportation Leaders & Ride with Me Summary
The Community Transportation Leaders (CTL, a group of transit users and advocates intended to advance
the inclusion of underrepresented communities, including older adults, people with disabilities, and
people of color, presented to the Metro Ridership Committee in March 2022. They also made
presentations to GPCOG’s Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC) and other public settings.
Presentations are being summarized by GPCOG, but are not yet published.
Ride With Me, a recent GPCOG initiative, pairs regional decision-makers with transit users. Metro’s Hope
Cahan, Mike Tremblay, and Tom Ridge, participated. Rider recommendations made these interactions
were very similar to those made by CTL, including improved: driver-customer interactions; bus stop
accessibility; hours of operation and frequency; and additional language support. The CTL Cohort 2
Transportation Concerns & Solutions Summary (April 2022), has been attached to these minutes.
8. Future Agenda Items
• CTL Presentation Needs/Follow-up (Added 4/21/22)
• Update on ARPA Proposals (Added 4/21/22)
• PACTS Projects: Transit Tomorrow/Transit Together/Rapid Transit Study (Ongoing)
• Performance Metrics/Benchmarks (2022)
• Bus Stop Improvement Project (2022)
• Metro & Regional Transit Marketing (2022)
• Rock Row Transit Service Development (2022)
• Metro Strategic Plan (2022)
• Proposed UNE Medical Center (2022)
• Partnering with bicycling entities, including Portland’s proposed bicycle sharing program
9. Upcoming Meetings
• Finance Committee – April 27, 2022 at 4:00 p.m.
• Board of Directors – April 28, 2022 at 4:00 p.m.
• Executive Committee – May 11, 2022 at 3:30 p.m.
• Ridership Committee – May 19, 2022 at 4:00 p.m.
10. Adjournment
Motion made by John Thompson, seconded by Andrew Zarro, to adjourn. A roll call vote was taken by
Pious Ali, Vice Chair. With approval by Jeff Levine, Andrew Zarro, John Thompson, Bill Rixon, and Pious
Ali, the motion passed unanimously by all those present and the meeting adjourned at 5:16 p.m.
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Community Transportation Leaders Cohort 2 –
Transportation Concerns & Solutions
April 2022
GPCOG has been working with 12 engaged participants who are learning about how to get involved with transportation planning and
decision-making through the Community Transportation Leaders (CTL) program. Piloted in 2019, the program is part of a larger effort
by GPCOG and PACTS, to advance the inclusion of older adults, people with disabilities, young adults, and people of color. The goal
of the program is to:
•
•
•
•

To support participants to gain the knowledge and tools needed for meaningful participation
To provide a peer-to-peer network to assist members in acting on the goals they set.
To enable decision-makers to hear directly from participants about their experiences
To act as a gateway for participation in transportation decision-making

During the six-part training, CTL members identified their transportation concerns they feel passionately about. Earlier this year, the
CTL members presented their transportation concerns and their proposed solutions to the PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory
Committee and the Executive Board. The presentations focused on the following four topics:
•
•
•
•

Group 1: Improving Bus Routes – Zemfira Ahmadova, Sandi Shubert, Rustam Ahmadov, Bill Higgins
Group 2: Improving Paratransit Services in the Region – Marisol Carmona, Mary Gagnon, Sadie Donnell
Group 3: Barriers Faced by People with Limited English Proficiency – Marie-Immaculee Kabazo, Melanie Atia Sedua
Group 4: Improving Safety for Transit Riders – Roseline Souebele Mayinga, Carol Ann Kilroy, Yvonne Elinga

Below is the summary of the presentations.

Transportation
Concern

Why it Matters

Recommendations

Applicable
Transit
Providers

Group 1 – Improving Bus Routes

Concern around
the existing transit
network and lack of
bus routes outside
of Portland.

Routes affect how far one needs to walk to get
•
their essential and social needs met. This
includes the distance from one’s home to the
bus stop or from the bus stop to the destination.
Although some people can walk long distances,
this can be difficult or impossible for older
adults and people with disabilities. The path
from the bus stop to the destination can be
unsafe for walking as well.
•
Furthermore, the lack of mobility affects the
physical and mental health of community
members.
•

Transit-related
updates and
information are not
communicated to
the community
effectively enough.

Not effectively communicating route changes
and other changes can put riders in unsafe and
uncomfortable situations. Sandi shared an
experience in which she was unaware of a
route change on a route she regularly takes.
She was surprised to be dropped off at a
location that forced her to have to walk across
a large parking lot and five lanes of traffic to get
to her destination.
•

Add additional routes to Cape
Elizabeth, Gray and other areas
without public transit. Expanding
bus routes may provide
opportunities for communities to
consider affordable housing and
would provide more access to
recreation and nature for all.
Extend current bus routes to ensure
key destinations are in walkable
distance and safe for walking.

Explore improved approaches to
sharing information with the
community. This could
include putting transit-related
information on bulletin boards in
public spaces, at bus stops, and in
the lobby of housing
complexes. Another idea is to create
an outreach working group. This
group can also provide input on
what route would best serve their
community.
Install real-time information display
on the bus showing the bus route
and the current location of the bus.

Greater
Portland Metro
South Portland
Bus Service
(SPBS)
Biddeford Saco
Old Orchard
Beach
(BSOOB)
Transit

Transportation
Concern

Why it Matters

Recommendations

Applicable
Transit
Providers

Group 2 – Improving Paratransit Services in the Region
People who rely on paratransit services are
people who do not have access to automobiles
– this includes older adults, people with
disabilities, children, and others.

Concern around
the reliability and
quality of existing
paratransit
services.

Due to the model of scheduling rides in
advance, the reliability, and the overall
experience of interacting with the service, it
often poses barriers for employment, access to
opportunity, and full inclusion in society. This
limits people’s ability to accept jobs and in
choosing where to live.
Sadie shared that transportation is the most
stressful part of working. As a person with
visual impairment, Sadie has needed to turn
done jobs due to transportation barriers. She
shared that it takes a great deal of tenacity to
navigate the paratransit system to get to and
from work. The paratransit system should not
be this complicated, especially as not all
consumers have the capacity to deal with these
challenges.
The timeliness of paratransit services is a great
concern as well. Mary shared that she has
often waited for her ride for indeterminant
periods of time in the cold with no place to sit.

•

•

•
•

Implement transparent quality
improvement planning that includes
analysis, goal setting, and
measurable outcomes.
Increase funding and research other
funding streams to improve wages,
and employee retention, training,
improving infrastructure such as
scheduling systems, and making
new services available.
Implement a new scheduling
system.
Expand client choice of multiple
paratransit providers would improve
quality and allow for new
innovations and partnerships such
as on-demand transportation and a
full range of equitable services.

RTP

Transportation
Concern

Why it Matters

Recommendations

Applicable
Transit
Providers

Group 3 – Barriers Faced by People with Limited English Proficiency

Insufficient access
to information
(including
information in
different
languages).

Immigrants and refugees typically have no
other mode of transportation other than the
public transportation system.

•

There is a lack of information and what
information is available exists only in English.

•

On top of this, there is a lack of cultural and
local knowledge for people with limited English
proficiency that makes it challenging to
navigate the transportation system. There is no
way to understand where the bus is currently
located without some knowledge of the local
area.

•

The lack of mobility affects people’s
independence economically and socially.

•

Use illustrative signs on the bus that
does not require language skills to
understand. For instance, this sign
can convey the rules on the bus.
Create more multilingual resources
and distribute it in locations that
reaches the community.
Conduct ongoing training for bus
operators on how to interact with
riders to build understanding and
patience for riders who require extra
support.
Install a light signaling the
movement of the bus: red light when
the bus is moving, yellow light when
it is about to slow down or start
moving, and green light if the bus is
stopped.

Metro, SPBS,
BSOOB Transit

Transportation
Concern

Why it Matters

Recommendations

Applicable
Transit
Providers

Group 4 – Safety of Transit Riders
Limited hours and frequency of services impact
the safety of riders as it forces riders to have to
take measures they otherwise would not
choose to take.

Limited hours and
frequency of
service.

Roseline shared her experience when she was
new to the community. She took the bus to the
Maine Mall on a weekend and while waiting for
the ride back she learned that the service had
ended on her route. She tried to walk back to
Portland and learned that there were no
sidewalks on the route. She feared that she
would have to ask a stranger for a ride but was
luckily able to connect to WiFi and called her
pastor for a ride.
The limited hour of service also impacts those
who start and end work late at night and/or in
the early mornings.

•

•

•

Limited frequency of services constrains the
riders to a limited schedule and often forces
people to have to pay for Uber/Lyft rides.
Certain buses don’t run at all on the weekends.

Concern around
the locations and
accessibility of bus
stops.

The location and accessibility of bus stop can
cause unsafe situations for riders.
Certain bus stop locations require riders to
cross heavy traffic intersections. During the
wintertime, bus stops are not always cleared of
snow, requiring people to climb snowbanks or

•

Increase the frequency of service
hours, especially in the evening, so
workers, shoppers, students, and all
riders have safe access to the
community, and reliable
transportation to work, school,
appointments, etc.
Explore better ways to share service
alerts, both for people who are
comfortable with technology, and
those who are not.
Add more clarity and simplicity of
the language on bus route maps
and schedules. Transit agencies
can create videos to explain how to
read bus schedules.

Prioritize faster snow removal at bus
stops.

Metro, SPBS,
BSOOB Transit

Transportation
Concern

Why it Matters

Recommendations

stand in the street to wait for the bus and when
exiting the bus. This especially impacts older
adults and those with disabilities.
•
Riders missing the
bus due to bus
operators leaving
the stop before the
scheduled time, or
by not noticing a
rider waiting for the
bus.

When bus operators leave a bus stop early, this
impacts people’s ability to get to work,
appointments, etc, and leaves riders stranded
•
and vulnerable.
If it’s a sunny day or rainy day, riders may find
shelter near the bus stop. If a rider is not
standing right at the bus stop, bus operators
may drive away without stopping.

•

Ensure that bus operators wait at
the bus stop until the scheduled
departure time, in the case that they
arrive early.
Improve collaboration between bus
operators and riders. Bus operators
should stop even if a rider is not
standing exactly at the bus stop
location.
Facilitate conversations between
riders and bus operators to share
their experiences and concerns and
come up with solutions together.

Watch the CTL presentations to the PACTS committees below:
•
•

Presentation to the PACTS Executive Committee, February 22, 2022 – recording (from 01:26:50)
Presentation to the PACTS Regional Advisory Committee, March 1, 2022 – recording (from 00:25:32)

Applicable
Transit
Providers

RIDERSHIP COMMITTEE

AGENDA ITEM 4

DATE
June 13, 2022
SUBJECT
Ridership and Fare Revenue Update
PURPOSE
Review ridership and revenue trends through May 2022
BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS
Metro continues to track ridership through our Umo system via Cubic. Ridership is available on a
route and fare media basis.
Ridership was slightly under 100,000 in April, and just above 102,000 in May. This represents a
reduction in ridership compared to March, when over 112,000. This may be reflective of several
factors, including public school vacation week in April and USM being out of session beginning in
early May, and service reductions beginning in late March and continuing, in one form or another,
through the summer. For all of April and continuing into early May, the Route 1 was operating at
a reduced schedule. Beginning in May, the Route 1 was restored to normal service, but the Route
3 and Husky Line schedules were reduced due to an operator shortage and USM’s summer break,
respectively.
Ridership on routes that are not typically associated with school trips performed well in May.
Routes 4 and 5 each had over 16,000 trips in May, and the Route 2 had a relatively strong month
as well.
Revenue for March 2022 was in line with expectations. Overall average fares increased in May,
likely due to the reduced number of organizational fares associated with USM trips, resulting in a
higher proportion of trips being paid for with stored value and cash. The organizational average
fare also dropped slightly, likely due to the coincidingly higher proportion of organizational trips
being taken by lower-fare students.
FISCAL IMPACT
None.
RECOMMENDATION
This item is for information and discussion.

CONTACT
Mike Tremblay
Director of Transit Development
(207) 517-3023
mtremblay@gpmetro.org
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Metro Ridership Slide Deck
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Item 4 - Attachment A
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RIDERSHIP COMMITTEE

AGENDA ITEM 5

DATE
June 13, 2022
SUBJECT
Ridership Recovery Update
PURPOSE
Update the Committee on ongoing marketing efforts to improve ridership
BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS
As Metro continues to slowly recover from ridership reductions associated with the COVID-19
pandemic, staff has been working with a marketing agency to boost ridership. This effort began
as a way to market the forthcoming ARPA service improvements, but have been used in other
efforts as well.
Tasks that staff have been developing with Affirm Agency are as follows:
-

Overall umbrella theme “Together We Ride”, introduced to Ridership Committee in April
Operator recruitment ads on buses
Campaign to capitalize on high gas prices (ongoing)
Campaign to advertise fare promotion (ongoing, on hold)

Future campaigns will focus on ARPA improvements such as improved frequency, microtransit,
longer hours, faster travel times, improved bus stops, etc.
FISCAL IMPACT
None.
RECOMMENDATION
This item is for information and discussion.
CONTACT
Mike Tremblay
Director of Transit Development
(207) 517-3023
mtremblay@gpmetro.org
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Ridership Recovery Slide Deck

RIDERSHIP COMMITTEE

AGENDA ITEM 6

DATE
June 13, 2022
SUBJECT
Transit Together Update
PURPOSE
Update the Committee on ongoing Transit Together campaign
BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS
Our regional partner, GPCOG, with their consultants, Nelson\Nygaard, are continuing the Transit
Together study. Transit Together aims to reevaluate the region’s transit routes in order to
maximize efficiency and ridership, improve cohesion between the region’s seven transit agencies,
and generally optimize the transit system as a whole. This effort is intended to be cost-neutral, so
it will focus on ways transit agencies can improve in the short term, given our limited resources.
GPCOG has hosted several public Project Advisory Committee meetings to date, and is working
toward developing alternatives to be reviewed by the public for feedback. Draft recommendations
are expected in Fall 2022.
FISCAL IMPACT
None.
RECOMMENDATION
This item is for information and discussion.
CONTACT
Mike Tremblay
Director of Transit Development
(207) 517-3023
mtremblay@gpmetro.org
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Transit Together Update Slide Deck

Item 6 - Attachment A
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 dŚĞĞŶĚŐŽĂůŝƐƚŽƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĐŽƐƚͲŶĞƵƚƌĂůĐŚĂŶŐĞƐƚŽƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŽŶĂů
ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŶĞƚǁŽƌŬǁŝƚŚŵŽƌĞƐĞĂŵůĞƐƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶŵŽĚĞƐĂŶĚ
ĂŐĞŶĐŝĞƐ
 ZĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĂƚŝŽŶƐƚĂƌŐĞƚĞĚĨŽƌ&ĂůůϮϬϮϮ

/ƚĞŵηϲʹ dƌĂŶƐŝƚdŽŐĞƚŚĞƌhƉĚĂƚĞ
 ƵƌƌĞŶƚƐƚĞƉ͗WƵďůŝĐĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬŽŶƌŽƵƚĞƉƌŽĨŝůĞƐ
 ZŽƵƚĞƉƌŽĨŝůĞƐĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƚŚĞƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ͛ƐƌŽƵƚĞ͕ƚŝŵŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌ
ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐ
 ^ƉĞĐŝĂůĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶŐŝǀĞŶƚŽ͗
 sĂƌǇŝŶŐƉĂƚƚĞƌŶƐǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƌŽƵƚĞ
 >Žǁ ƌŝĚĞƌƐŚŝƉ ƐƚŽƉƐ ĂŶĚ ƐĞŐŵĞŶƚƐ
 >Žǁ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ ƌŽƵƚĞƐͬƚŝŵĞ ƉĞƌŝŽĚƐ

/ƚĞŵηϲʹ dƌĂŶƐŝƚdŽŐĞƚŚĞƌhƉĚĂƚĞ
'ĞŶĞƌĂů ƉƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐ͗
 ŝƌĞĐƚ͕ĨĂƐƚƐĞƌǀŝĐĞŝƐ ďĞƚƚĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ŝŶĚŝƌĞĐƚ ͞ĐŽǀĞƌĂŐĞ͟ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ
 &ĞǁĞƌ͕ŵŽƌĞĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚƌŽƵƚĞƐĂƌĞŵŽƌĞĨĂǀŽƌĂďůĞƚŚĂŶŵŽƌĞ͕ůĞƐƐ
ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚƌŽƵƚĞƐ
 DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƉĂƚƚĞƌŶƐǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƌŽƵƚĞͬƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞ
 ZƵŶ ĐůŽĐŬĨĂĐĞ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ ĨŽƌ ĞĂƐŝĞƌ ƚƌĂŶƐĨĞƌƐ ĂŶĚ ĨŽƌ ƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞ ůĞŐŝďŝůŝƚǇ
 EŽƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐŚŽƵůĚƌƵŶůĞƐƐĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇƚŚĂŶĞǀĞƌǇϲϬŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ

ZŽƵƚĞ WƌŽĨŝůĞƐ͗KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ
 ZŽƵƚĞϭ͗
 ZĞĚƵĐĞĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚŽĨDƵŶũŽǇ ,ŝůůůŽŽƉ
 ZĞŵŽǀĞĂƌďĞƌ&ŽŽĚƐĂŶĚDĞƌĐǇůŽŽƉ͖ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞǁĂǇƚŽƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ
 ϭϱ ŵŝŶƵƚĞ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇĚƵƌŝŶŐƉĞĂŬƉĞƌŝŽĚƐ

 ZŽƵƚĞϮ͗
 ĚĚƌĞƐƐWƌŝĚĞ͛ƐŽƌŶĞƌůŽŽƉ;ƌƵŶĂůůƚƌŝƉƐǀŝĂ,ĂŶŶĂĨŽƌĚ͕ŽƌĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞWƌŝĚĞ͛Ɛ
ŽƌŶĞƌůŽŽƉĞŶƚŝƌĞůǇͿ
 /ŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ
 /ŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ ^ƵŶĚĂǇƐƉĂŶŽĨƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ

ZŽƵƚĞ WƌŽĨŝůĞƐ͗KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ
 ZŽƵƚĞϯ͗





^ŚŝĨƚ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ ĨƌŽŵ tŝůůŝĂŵ ůĂƌŬ ƌŝǀĞ ƚŽ DĂŝŶ ^ƚƌĞĞƚ
^ŚŽƌƚĞŶŶŽƌƚŚĞƌŶĞŶĚŽĨƚŚĞƌŽƵƚĞĂŶĚĞǆƚĞŶĚƚŚĞƐŽƵƚŚĞƌŶƚŽƐĞƌǀĞtĂůŵĂƌƚ
/ŵƉƌŽǀĞ ^ƵŶĚĂǇ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ ƚŽ Ă ŵŝŶŝŵƵŵ ϲϬ ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
ŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞůŽǁͲƌŝĚĞƌƐŚŝƉƐĞŐŵĞŶƚƐ

 ZŽƵƚĞϰ͗





ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞZŽƵƚĞϰǁŝƚŚ,ƵƐŬǇ>ŝŶĞ
ůŝŵŝŶĂƚĞ ,ĂŵůĞƚ WĂƌŬ ƉĂƚƚĞƌŶ
ZƵŶ ŵŽƌĞ ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚůǇ ƚŽ ďďŽƚƚ >ĂďƐ
^ŚŝĨƚƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƚŽtŝůůŝĂŵůĂƌŬƌŝǀĞƚŽƐĞƌǀĞ,ĂŶŶĂĨŽƌĚǁŝƚŚŽƵƚƚƵƌŶŝŶŐŝŶƚŽ
ƚŚĞƉĂƌŬŝŶŐůŽƚ

ZŽƵƚĞ WƌŽĨŝůĞƐ͗KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ
 ZŽƵƚĞϱ͗
 ŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚĞǀĂƚŝŽŶƐ ƚŽ:ĞƚƉŽƌƚĂŶĚhŶƵŵ͕ŽƌĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚůǇĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞ
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞƚǁŽ
 ǆƚĞŶĚ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ ƚŽ ^ĐĂƌďŽƌŽƵŐŚ tĂůŵĂƌƚ Žƌ ^ŽƵƚŚ WŽƌƚůĂŶĚ dĂƌŐĞƚ
 ^ĞƌǀĞ hŶŝŽŶ ^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ WůĂǌĂ ǀŝĂ Ă ƚǁŽͲǁĂǇ ŽŶŐƌĞƐƐ^ƚƌĞĞƚŝŶƚŚĞĨƵƚƵƌĞ
 ǆƚĞŶĚƚŽ^ĐĂƌďŽƌŽƵŐŚŽǁŶƐŝŶƚŚĞĨƵƚƵƌĞ

 ZŽƵƚĞϳ͗
 ůůƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚŝŶDdZK͛ƐZWĨƵŶĚŝŶŐƌĞƋƵĞƐƚ
 ϯϬ ŵŝŶƵƚĞ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐŝĞƐ͕ ŵŝĐƌŽƚƌĂŶƐŝƚ͕ĞǆƚĞŶƐŝŽŶƚŽdŚŽŵƉƐŽŶ͛ƐWŽŝŶƚ

ZŽƵƚĞ WƌŽĨŝůĞƐ͗KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ
 ZŽƵƚĞϴ͗
 ĞƐƚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŽŶ ZŽƵƚĞ ϴ ĐŽƵůĚ ďĞ ƐĞƌǀĞĚƵƐŝŶŐƐůŝŐŚƚĚĞǀŝĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŽŽƚŚĞƌ
ĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐƌŽƵƚĞƐ
 /Ĩ ZŽƵƚĞϴ ŝƐ ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶĞĚ͕ ŝƚ ĐŽƵůĚ ďĞ ƐŚŽƌƚĞŶĞĚ ĂŶĚ ŵĂĚĞ ŵŽƌĞ ĚŝƌĞĐƚ

 ZŽƵƚĞϵͬϵ͗
 ^Ɖůŝƚ ƚŚĞ ƌŽƵƚĞ͕ƐĞƌǀŝŶŐĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚĂƌĞĂƐǁŝƚŚĞĂĐŚƌŽƵƚĞ͕ŽǀĞƌůĂƉƉŝŶŐǁŚĞƌĞ
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂů͘
 /ŵƉƌŽǀĞ ǁĞĞŬĚĂǇĂŶĚ^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐŝĞƐƚŽĞǀĞƌǇϯϬŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
 >ĞŶŐƚŚĞŶ ŽǀĞƌĂůů ƐƉĂŶ ŽĨ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ
 ŽŶŶĞĐƚƚŽWd

ZŽƵƚĞ WƌŽĨŝůĞƐ͗KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ
 Z͗
 ^ŚŽƌƚĞŶƚŚĞƌŽƵƚĞƚŽƚĞƌŵŝŶĂƚĞĂƚWh>^͖ƵƐĞƚŝŵĞƐĂǀŝŶŐƐƚŽƌĞĚƵĐĞƚŚĞ
ƌŽƵŶĚͲƚƌŝƉƚƌĂǀĞůƚŝŵĞƚŽůĞƐƐƚŚĂŶϭϮϬŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ͘
 DĂŬĞƐĞƌǀŝĐĞŝŶƌƵŶƐǁŝĐŬŵŽƌĞĚŝƌĞĐƚ
 ZĞĚƵĐĞ ǁĞĞŬĚĂǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞůĞǀĞůƐƚŽƌĞĨůĞĐƚůŽǁƌŝĚĞƌƐŚŝƉĂŶĚƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ
 ŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ͕ŽƌƉƌŽǀŝĚĞŝƚŚŽƵƌůǇ
 DŽƌĞƌĞŐƵůĂƌŚĞĂĚǁĂǇƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚƚŚĞĚĂǇ

 ,ƵƐŬǇ>ŝŶĞ͗
 ŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚĞǁŝƚŚZŽƵƚĞϰƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞŽƵƚďŽƵŶĚƐĞƌǀŝĐĞŝŶƚŚĞD
ĞǀĞƌǇϭϱŵŝŶƵƚĞƐĂŶĚŝŶďŽƵŶĚƐĞƌǀŝĐĞŝŶƚŚĞWDĞǀĞƌǇϭϱŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ
 ^ŚŝĨƚ ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ ŝŶtĞƐƚďƌŽŽŬĨƌŽŵDĂŝŶ^ƚƌĞĞƚƚŽtŝůůŝĂŵůĂƌŬƌŝǀĞƚŽ
ƌĞĚƵĐĞƚƌĂǀĞůƚŝŵĞƐ͘

dƌĂŶƐŝƚdŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ͗EĞǆƚ^ƚĞƉƐ
 'WK'ƐŽůŝĐŝƚŝŶŐĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬŽŶƌŽƵƚĞƉƌŽĨŝůĞƐ
 EĞůƐŽŶͰEǇŐĂĂƌĚƚŽŵĞĞƚǁŝƚŚĂŐĞŶĐŝĞƐĂŚĞĂĚŽĨƉƵďůŝĐǁŽƌŬƐŚŽƉƐ
 WƵďůŝĐ ǁŝůů ůŝŬĞůǇ ďĞŐŝǀĞŶĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƐĐĞŶĂƌŝŽƐƚŽĐŽŵŵĞŶƚŽŶ͖ǁŝůůďĞ
ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚƚŽƉŝĐŬĂƐƉĞĐƚƐƚŚĞǇůŝŬĞĨƌŽŵĂ͞ŵĞŶƵ͟

 ƌĂĨƚ ƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ ĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ &Ăůů ϮϬϮϮ

